
Races D6 / Toong

Name: Toong

Designation: Sentient

Average height: 1.63 meters

Skin color: Tan, Yellow, Blue, Green

Eye color: Black, Orange, Purple

Distinctions: Three antennae

Homeworld: Tund

Habitat: Forest or jungle

Attribute Dice: 12D

DEX: 2D+1/5D

KNO: 1D/3D+2

MEC: 1D+2/4D+1

PER: 1D/3D+1

STR: 1D/3D+2

TEC: 1D+1/4D

Special Abilities:

        Quick Reflexes: Toong gain a +1D bonus to all

Perception rolls made to determine initiative.

Story Factors:

        Social Anxiety: Toong fear interacting with individuals,

and suffer a -1D penalty to all skill rolls involving social

interaction.

Description: The Toong were an anti-social species of aliens from the planet Toong'L. In comparison with

many other humanoids, their heads were disproportionately large for their bodies. Their home planet,

Toong'L, was devastated by a collision with a poisonous comet shortly before 32 BBY, and the surviving

Toong were forced to relocate to the neighboring planet of Tund.

Biology and appearance

Toong spoke the language Toongese. The Toong had long gangly legs, no neck, and bulbous bodies.

Their eyes were high on their pointed forehead, and their cheeks were jowled. Toong could store food in

their cheeks, much like the rodents they were assumed to have evolved from.

Toong exhibited severe nervousness and agoraphobia. Weak-willed and frightened of confrontation,

Toong almost always gave in to an aggressor when threatened. Toong only truly felt safe when around

immediate family. They, however, were not cowards; they simply dreaded interaction with other sentient

creatures.



History

The species was barely beginning their first steps toward exploring their home system when they were

discovered by the Galactic Republic. The appearance of other sentient life, with technology far more

advanced than their own, threw the Toong homeworld into utter chaos. As a result, a world war triggered.

This came as a shock to the first contact specialist who had observed the species and documented them

as being peace-loving and outgoing. It took weeks to re-establish contact with the Toong. It took the

intervention of the Jedi and the first contact specialist from Coruscant to stop the massive warfare that

was threatening to doom the species.

After joining the Old Republic, the Toong began rapidly advancing their technology. Reluctantly leaving

their own system, the Toong scattered colonies throughout the galaxy. Perhaps the most famous of these

was Ben Quadinaros. As a podracer pilot, he competed primarily in the Pouffra Circuit but he also had

one disappointing attempt at the Boonta Eve Classic. 
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